Your safe use of our swimming pool

You are welcome in our swimming pool, which is a place for recreation and sport, for playing games, and having fun. But it is also a place that requires your attention and caution to avoid risks and to make the stay in the swimming pool a pleasure for all pool users. The following information is intended to help you to achieve this goal.

1. The staff of the swimming pool is your partner for questions and for information. But it also possesses the domestic authority. So the instructions of every employee of the swimming pool have to be followed.

2. The use of the swimmers pool or swimmers area is only allowed for safe swimmers. Deep water is dangerous for non-swimmers. Please do not overestimate your strength and your abilities.

3. Take special care of the transition (dividing rope) from the non-swimmers-area to the swimmers-area. If you are not sure where this transition is, please ask our staff.

4. Please use for dives into the water only the starting blocks and the diving facilities. Jumping from the pool edge into the water is forbidden.

5. Children are especially endangered near the water; they have to be supervised by appropriate attendants permanently. Children are in danger of drowning even in shallow water and must be supervised permanently there too. Please note that swimming aids cannot provide perfect safety.

6. Floors in the swimming pool often are wet and slippery, so walk slowly. Running in the pool area is not allowed.

7. Please behave respectfully to other pool users, especially to elderly people and children.

8. The use of diving facilities is only allowed after being released by the staff. Dives are only allowed if the water area below the diving facility is free. Swimming beneath the diving facility is not allowed as long as it is in operation.

9. The swimming pool shall only be used in appropriate swimwear (no streetwear); the floors in the pool basin area shall not be walked on with outdoor shoes.

10. Please take a shower and clean yourself thoroughly before using the pools.

11. To all users of the swimming pool the house rules apply, which are open to inspection at the cashier.